
SACCO AND VENZETTI ROBBERY AND HOMICIDE ESSAY

Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo Vanzetti, Italian-born anarchists, were arrested in May on charges that they had
committed robbery and murder in Braintree.

None of the intended recipients was injured, but the mail bombings aroused a surge of anger and hatred
against communists, radicals, and foreigners. The alibi for Vanzetti was overwhelming. A local sheriff,
Michael Stewart, had been tracking anarchists in the area. Their versions of the events were inconsistent, even
contradictory. No, sir. They probably did not trust them because they were foreigners and radicals. The Bureau
of Immigration and the Department of Justice then planned a huge series of arrests of anarchists and radicals.
Thus, one witness, Cole, "thought at the first glance that the man was a Portuguese fellow named Tony that he
knew. One witness, Faulkner, testified to recollecting a fellow passenger on a train going from Cochesett to
Boston who got out at East Braintree at 9. A Yes. Fifty-nine witnesses testified for the Commonwealth and
ninety-nine for the defendants. Discovering Collection. Although some had suspected that they were of radical
ideology, it was not publicaly announced. That is what I meant. I ask you to find as a matter of common sense
he was, in the light of other witnesses, in the car, and if on the left side that he may well have been
immediately behind the driver. About 10, people were arrested nationwide, suspected of anti-American
beliefs. The Sacco and Vanzetti Trial As a result, in he was replaced by a respected Boston and, William
Thompson, who assumed control of the legal defense Turkish energy sector essay the last three years of the
case. The detailed description given by them absolutely excluded Vanzetti. When she needed you? Questioned
the next day by the police and the local district attorney, they answered dishonestly. Did you love this country
in the month of May, ? The prosecution said the bullets matched the gun, but the defense said the bullets did
not match the gun that belonged to Sacco. On the other hand, others were saddened by their deaths. People all
over the world cared about Sacco and Vanzetti. Goodridge who after the trial was discovered to be a fugitive
from justice in another state and to have given evidence under a false name swore that at the time of the
shooting he was in a poolroom in South Braintree, heard shots, stepped to the door, and saw an automobile
coming toward him, and that when he got to the sidewalk a man in the automobile "poked a gun over towards
him," whereupon he "went back into the poolroom. At the time, Coacci's trunk and his haste to depart for Italy
were not connected in Chief Stewart's mind with the Braintree affair. Though Salsedo's death was
unexplained, to Sacco and Vanzetti it conveyed only one explanation. The entire trial was filled with
problems, ranging from biased opinions of the judge to untrustworthy evidence. The mayor of New York
cancelled plans to issue a similar proclamation. Did either Chief Stewart at the Brockton police station or Mr.
Another witness, Mary Splaine, also gave a detailed description of a man in the getaway car, including the
length of his hair line and the size of his hand. Proquest Newspapers. They also said Sacco and Vanzetti tried
to shoot the officers.


